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This text offers a powerful model for cultural ecological analysis and pedagogy of
responsibility, providing educators with information and classroom practices they need to
educate future citizens for diverse, democratic, and sustainable communities.
A provocative call for delegitimizing fossil fuels rather than accommodating them, accompanied
by case studies from Ecuador to Appalachia and from Germany to Norway. Not so long ago,
people North and South had little reason to believe that wealth from oil, gas, and coal brought
anything but great prosperity. But the presumption of net benefits from fossil fuels is eroding as
widening circles of people rich and poor experience the downside. A positive transition to a
post-fossil fuel era cannot wait for global agreement, a swap-in of renewables, a miracle
technology, a carbon market, or lifestyle change. This book shows that it is now possible to
take the first step toward the post-fossil fuel era, by resisting the slow violence of extreme
extraction and combustion, exiting the industry, and imagining a good life after fossil fuels. It
shows how an environmental politics of transition might occur, arguing for going to the source
rather than managing byproducts, for delegitimizing fossil fuels rather than accommodating
them, for engaging a politics of deliberately choosing a post-fossil fuel world. Six case studies
reveal how individuals, groups, communities, and an entire country have taken first steps out of
the fossil fuel era, with experiments that range from leaving oil under the Amazon to ending
mountaintop removal in Appalachia.
Mapping Time, Space and the Body: Indigenous Knowledge and Mathematical Thinking in
Brazil brings people, land and numbers together in the fight for justice. On this extraordinary
voyage through ancestral territories in central and southern Brazil, the Xavante, Suyá, Kayabi,
and other local nations use mapping as a tool to protect their human rights to lands and
resources they have traditionally owned and acquired. Mathematics activities inside the
classroom and in everyday life help explain how Indigenous Peoples understand the cosmos
and protect the living beings that helped create it. The book is a welcome contribution to a
growing literature on the mathematical and scientific thinking of Indigenous Peoples around the
globe. It makes mathematics alive and culturally relevant for students of all national
backgrounds worldwide. “A brilliant marriage of ethnography and mathematics written with
deep understanding and obvious affection for the peoples she observed.” – James A. Wiley,
Ph.D. Professor, University of California at San Francisco, USA “This original and beautifully
illustrated book offers a vivid study of Indigenous Peoples in Brazil. The author develops
theoretical approaches and research methodologies to understand the way cultural groups
deal with their natural and social environments.” – Ubiratan D’Ambrosio, Ph.D. Emeritus
Professor, Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil “Mapping Time, Space and the Body is
destined to create new and enlightened research in Ethnomathematics. It is an essential read
for all of us working with culture and social justice in the realm of mathematics.” – Daniel Clark
Orey, Ph.D. Professor, Universidade Federal de Ouro Preto, Minas Gerais, Brazil. Emeritus
Professor, California State University, Sacramento, USA Cover photo by Mariana K. Leal
Ferreira, 1998: Romdó Suyá, ceremonial leader of the Suyá people in the Xingu Indigenous
Park
This book argues that there is a need to develop greater indigenous-led intergenerational
resilience in order to meet the challenges posed by contemporary crises of climate change,
cultural clashes, and adversity. In today’s media, the climate crisis is kept largely separate and
distinct from the violent cultural clashes unfolding on the grounds of religion and migration, but
each is similarly symptomatic of the erasure of the human connection to place and the
accompanying tensions between generations and cultures. This book argues that both forms of
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crisis are intimately related, under-scored and driven by the structures of white supremacism
which at their most immediate and visible, manifest as the discipline of black bodies, and at
more fundamental and far-reaching proportions, are about the power, privilege and patterns of
thinking associated with but no longer exclusive to white people. In the face of such crisis, it is
essential to bring the experience and wisdom of Elders and traditional knowledge keepers
together with the contemporary realities and vision of youth. This book’s inclusive and critical
perspective on Indigenous-led intergenerational resilience will be valuable to Indigenous and
non-Indigenous interdisciplinary scholars working on human-ecological resilience.
This book is an edited collection of essays by fourteen multicultural women (including a few
Anglo women) who are doing work that crosses the boundaries of ecological and social
healing. The women are prominent academics, writers and leaders spanning Native American,
Indigenous, Asian, African, Latina, Jewish and Multiracial backgrounds. The contributors
express a myriad of ways that the relationship between the ecological and social have brought
new understanding to their experiences and work in the world. Moreover by working with these
edges of awareness, they are identifying new forms of teaching, leading, healing and positive
change. Ecological and Social Healing is rooted in these ideas and speaks to an "edge
awareness or consciousness." In essence this speaks to the power of integrating multiple and
often conflicting views and the transformations that result. As women working across the
boundaries of the ecological and social, we have powerful experiences that are creating new
forms of healing. This book is rooted in academic theory as well as personal and professional
experience, and highlights emerging models and insights. It will appeal to those working,
teaching and learning in the fields of social justice, environmental issues, women's studies,
spirituality, transformative/environmental/sustainability leadership, and
interdisciplinary/intersectionality studies.
When it comes to implementing successful ecological restoration projects, the social, political,
economic, and cultural dimensions are often as important as-and sometimes more important
than-technical or biophysical knowledge. Human Dimensions of Ecological Restoration takes
an interdisciplinary look at the myriad human aspects of ecological restoration. In twenty-six
chapters written by experts from around the world, it provides practical and theoretical
information, analysis, models, and guidelines for optimizing human involvement in restoration
projects. Six categories of social activities are examined: collaboration between land manager
and stakeholders ecological economics volunteerism and community-based restoration
environmental education ecocultural and artistic practices policy and politics For each
category, the book offers an introductory theoretical chapter followed by multiple case studies,
each of which focuses on a particular aspect of the category and provides a perspective from
within a unique social/political/cultural setting. Human Dimensions of Ecological Restoration
delves into the often-neglected aspects of ecological restoration that ultimately make the
difference between projects that are successfully executed and maintained with the support of
informed, engaged citizens, and those that are unable to advance past the conceptual stage
due to misunderstandings or apathy. The lessons contained will be valuable to restoration
veterans and greenhorns alike, scholars and students in a range of fields, and individuals who
care about restoring their local lands and waters.
Are you intrigued by ancient wisdom traditions? Do you ever wonder if they have any
relevance in today’s world? How do Indigenous ways of being and doing balance wealth
creation and well-being? How might Indigenous peoples define success? What are Indigenous
spiritualities? How is Spiritualities manifested in Indigenous organizations today? These
questions have intrigued us for many years. As a consequence, we invited scholars from
around the world to contribute to a ground-breaking book, Indigenous spiritualities at work:
transforming the spirit of business enterprise, to explore these questions from different
worldviews. A key focus of this book is how Indigenous spiritual approaches revitalize identities
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and relationships within the workplace. However, the notion of workplace is not narrow, as it
includes communities of engagement and practice in ecologies of creativity and enterprise in
the broadest sense. This enables Indigenous spiritualties at work to be explored from diverse
perspectives, disciplines, cultures and sectors. In particular, the authentic voices of authors in
this book enriches our understandings, offers points of enlightenment and amplifies spiritual
traditions of Indigenous peoples in a way that honours traditions of the past, present and
future. The contributions build bridges between scholarly work and practice. They include
empirical studies of Spiritualities, mindfulness, presence and authenticity. A diverse range of
research methodologies, impact studies and examples of development programs are offered
alongside artistic works, photographic essays, stories, and poetry.
Law's Indigenous Ethics seeks to strengthen the relationship between Indigenous rights and
legal traditions by exploring a set of crucial topics through the lens of the seven Anishinaabe
grandmother and grandfather teachings: love, truth, bravery, humility, wisdom, honesty, and
respect.
Elvira Pulitano examines the relevance of international law in advancing indigenous peoples'
struggles for self-determination and cultural flourishing.

"What Kind of Ancestor Do You Want to Be? challenges our relationship to the
environment and to each other, not only now but across generations. It is an important
question for our time, when communities have become fragmented by a global
consumer society, when our selves have become isolated in a competitive and
technology-driven economy, and when our spiritual, social, and ecological impacts on
human and other-than-human beings extend farther than ever imagined due to
globalization and climate change. Through interviews and poetic snapshots into the
experience of Indigenous people and others, this book demands that the reader think
about how contemporary concerns oblige us to see ourselves as someone's future
ancestor and, in turn, creates for the reader a different way of looking at his or her
traditions and self"-This original contribution to business ethics brings together chapters by leading
European and Indian scholars and practitioners. Addressing issues of human values,
ethics, spirituality and leadership in business the authors aim to create a dialogue and
interchange between Indian and European cultural traditions. Topics include spiritual
orientations to business in Hindu, Buddhist and Christian traditions; the effect of
spirituality upon contemporary leadership theories; sustainable business models in
India and Europe and a comparison between Indian and European philosophies of
leadership. In exploring what India and Europe can offer to one another in the
development of ethical business leadership, Ethical Leadership aims to demonstrate
ways to achieve sustainability, peace and well-being.
This volume discusses theory, philosophy, praxis and methods in Environmental and
Ecological education, and considers the junction with the main visions and issues of
Critical Pedagogy. The volume and its separate chapters address four axes, which can
also be seen as the guidelines of the content as well as the central objectives of the
book. The first axis concerns the missing theoretical and practical pieces at this point in
time. The volume considers the issues that are not included in contemporary
Environmental Education, and thus, deprive it from critical orientations. This implies that
in Environmental Education, very little discussion exists about the political, economic,
racial, gender and class issues that in most cases govern the actions of leaders and
stake-holders. The second axis concerns what has been done so far and in what
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directions. This involves descriptions of theoretical approaches or actual applied
methodologies in the classroom, such as curricula or syllabus used or the kind of
actions certain educators have taken to infuse the issues of justice and critical reflection
within the Environmental Education teaching agenda. The third axis examines
proposals. It looks at ways to enrich domains of Environmental Education with the
argumentations of Critical Pedagogy. The fourth axis concerns the way in which
proposals can be effectuated. This part contains specific methodologies and teaching
sequences, depicting ways of including major aspects of Critical Pedagogy and Critical
Education in Environmental Education. Examples are: Non-anthropocentric ecological
approaches in the classroom, political activism in the Curricula, mixture of field activities
and political activities.
This book explores varieties of spiritual movements and alternative experiments for the
generation of beauty, dignity and dialogue in a world where the rise of the religious in
politics and the public sphere is often accompanied by violence. It examines how
spirituality can contribute to human development, social transformations and planetary
realizations, urging us to treat each other, and our planet, with evolutionary care and
respect. Trans-disciplinary and trans-paradigmatic to its very core, this text opens new
pathways of practical spirituality and humanistic action for both scholarship and
discourse and offers an invaluable companion for scholars across religious studies,
cultural studies and development studies.
This timely edited collection asks bold and urgent questions about the complexity,
culture, and character of curriculum studies in Canada. Featuring 30 original chapters
and 21 short invocations, this volume includes works by both established and new
scholars, illustrating the wide range of cutting-edge writing in this area. Weaving
together personal essays, poetry, life writing, and other arts-based inquiry modes,
Canadian Curriculum Studies highlights the creative, performative, interactive, and
imaginative nature of this field. The contributors were asked to provoke conceptions
and understandings of curriculum studies by examining their convictions, commitments,
and challenges with/in this discipline. By bringing together diverse indigenous and nonindigenous scholarship, the editors invoke the concept of métissage, which is finding a
growing resonance both in Canada and abroad. Exploring the idea of curriculum
studies as an interdisciplinary field across transnational contexts, this rich text is wellsuited to senior undergraduate and graduate courses in curriculum studies and
qualitative educational research.
“This timely, significant work carries a far-reaching message for families and the
planet.”—Publishers Weekly “In a time when the connection between humans and the
rest of nature is most vulnerable, Scott offers parents and teachers a book of
encouragement and knowledge, and to children, the priceless gift of wonder.”—Richard
Louv, author of Last Child in the Woods and The Nature Principle The average North
American child now spends about seven hours a day staring at screens and mere
minutes engaged in unstructured play outdoors. Yet recent research indicates that
experiences in nature are essential for healthy growth. Regular exposure to nature can
help relieve stress, depression, and attention deficits. It can reduce bullying, combat
obesity, and boost academic scores. Most critical of all, abundant time in natural
settings seems to yield long-term benefits in kids’ cognitive, emotional, and social
development. How to Raise a Wild Child is a timely and engaging antidote, offering
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teachers, parents, and other caregivers the necessary tools to engender a meaningful,
lasting connection between children and the natural world. “With wisdom, intellect, and
empathy, [Sampson] provides us with a bounty of simple yet profound ways we can
enter this natural world, oftentimes starting in our very own backyards.”—Lili Taylor,
actor, mom, and board member of the American Birding Association “[Sampson]
makes a cogent case for the importance of cultivating a ‘nature connection’ in children
and offers thoughtful guidance on how to do so amid today's pressures of hectic, hightech, increasingly urbanized life.”—Scientific American MIND
Contemporary Studies in Environmental and Indigenous Pedagogies: A Curricula of
Stories and Place. Our book is a compilation of the work of experienced educational
researchers and practitioners, all of whom currently work in educational settings across
North America. Contributors bring to this discussion, an enriched view of diverse
ecological perspectives regarding when and how contemporary environmental and
Indigenous curriculum figures into the experiences of curricular theories and practices.
This work brings together theorists that inform a cultural ecological analysis of the
environmental crisis by exploring the ways in which language informs ways of knowing
and being as they outline how metaphor plays a major role in human relationships with
natural and reconstructed environments. This book will be of interest to educational
researchers and practitioners who will find the text important for envisioning education
as an endeavour that situates learning in relation to and informed by an Indigenous
Environmental Studies and Eco-justice Education frameworks. This integrated
collection of theory and practice of environmental and Indigenous education is an
essential tool for researchers, graduate and undergraduate students in faculties of
education, environmental studies, social studies, multicultural education, curriculum
theory and methods, global and comparative education, and women’s studies.
Moreover, this work documents methods of developing ways of implementing
Indigenous and Environmental Studies in classrooms and local communities through a
framework that espouses an eco-ethical consciousness. The proposed book is unique
in that it offers a wide variety of perspectives, inviting the reader to engage in a broader
conversation about the multiple dimensions of the relationship between ecology,
language, culture, and education in relation to the cultural roots of the environmental
crisis that brings into focus the local and global commons, language and identity, and
environmental justice through pedagogical approaches by faculty across North America
who are actively teaching and researching in this burgeoning field.
Provides an overview of Native American philosophies, practices, and case studies and
demonstrates how Traditional Ecological Knowledge provides insights into the
sustainability movement.
Democracy promises rule by all, not by the few. Yet, electoral democracies limit
decision-making to representatives and have always had a weakness for inequality.
How might democracy serve all rather than the few? Democracy Beyond the Nation
State: Practicing Equality examines communities that govern their own lives without
elites or centralized structures through assemblies and consensus. Rather than
claiming equality by abstract rights or citizenship, these groups put equality into practice
by reducing wealth and health divides, or landlessness or homelessness, and
equalizing workloads. These practices are found in rural India and Brazil, in Buenos
Aires, London, and New York, and among the Iroquois, the Zapatistas, and the global
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networks of La Via Campesina farmers and the World Social Forum. Readable
accounts of these horizontal democracies document multiple political frames that
prevent democracy from being frozen into entrenched electoral systems producing
modern inequalities. Using practice to rewrite political theory, Parker draws on
collective politics in Spivak and Derrida and embodied relations from Povinelli and
Foucault to show that equal relations are not a utopian dream, not nostalgia, and not
impossible. This book provides many practical solutions to inequality. It will be useful to
students and scholars of political theory and social movements and to those who are
willing to work together for equality.
This volume presents empirical research on contemporary forms of decolonization and
anti-colonialism in practice within areas of Indigeneity, citizenship, migration, education,
language and social work. The contributions will be of interest to interdisciplinary
education practitioners and students.
For Indigenous students and teachers alike, formal teaching and learning occurs in
contested places. In Indigenous Education, leading scholars in contemporary
Indigenous education from North America and the Pacific Islands disentangle aspects
of education from colonial relations to advance a new, Indigenously-informed
philosophy of instruction. Broadly multidisciplinary, this volume explores Indigenous
education from theoretical and applied perspectives and invites readers to embrace
new ways of thinking about and doing schooling. Part of a growing body of research,
this is an exciting, powerful volume for both Indigenous and non-Indigenous scholars,
researchers, policy makers, and teachers, and a must-read for anyone who wants to
understand the contested spaces of contemporary education. Contributors: Jill BevanBrown, Frank Deer, Wiremu Doherty, Dwayne Donald, Ngarewa Hawera, Margie
Hohepa, Robert Jahnke, Patricia Maringi G. Johnston, Spencer Lilley, Daniel Lipe,
Margaret J. Maaka, Angela Nardozi, Katrina-Ann R. Kap??anaokal?okeola N?koa
Oliveira, Wally Penetito, Michelle Pidgeon, Leonie Pihama, Jean-Paul Restoule, Mari
Ropata-Te Hei, Sandra Styres, Huia Tomlins-Jahnke, Sam L. No‘eau Warner, K.
Laiana Wong, Dawn Zinga
Lessons in Environmental Justice provides an entry point to the field by bringing
together the works of individuals who are creating a new and vibrant wave of
environmental justice scholarship, methodology, and activism. The 18 essays in this
collection explore a wide range of controversies and debates, from the U.S. and other
societies. An important theme throughout the book is how vulnerable and marginalized
populations—the incarcerated, undocumented workers, rural populations, racial and
ethnic minorities—bear a disproportionate share of environmental risks. Each reading
concludes with a suggested assignment that helps student explore the topic
independently and deepen their understanding of the issues raised.
An ecopsychology that integrates our totemic selves—our kinship with a more than
human world—with our technological selves. We need nature for our physical and
psychological well-being. Our actions reflect this when we turn to beloved pets for
companionship, vacation in spots of natural splendor, or spend hours working in the
garden. Yet we are also a technological species and have been since we fashioned
tools out of stone. Thus one of this century's central challenges is to embrace our
kinship with a more-than-human world—"our totemic self"—and integrate that kinship with
our scientific culture and technological selves. This book takes on that challenge and
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proposes a reenvisioned ecopsychology. Contributors consider such topics as the
innate tendency for people to bond with local place; a meaningful nature language; the
epidemiological evidence for the health benefits of nature interaction; the theory and
practice of ecotherapy; Gaia theory; ecovillages; the neuroscience of perceiving natural
beauty; and sacred geography. Taken together, the essays offer a vision for human
flourishing and for a more grounded and realistic environmental psychology.
Ken je dat gevoel, dat je bezig bent maar dat je eigenlijk slapend rondloopt? Dat je
kostbare tijd op de automatische piloot doorbrengt? Hoe veel van de tijd breng je
eigenlijk bewust door, ben je 100% in contact met jezelf? Volgens Steve Taylor verkeert
ons normale bewustzijn in een soort slaaptoestand waaruit we soms ontwaken en
vervolgens terecht komen in een veel intensere realiteit. We hebben allemaal toegang
tot deze intense realiteit door bijvoorbeeld tijd in de natuur door te brengen, te
mediteren, drugs te gebruiken, te sporten of door slaaptekort. In Wakefulness vind je
een heldere uitleg over wat het hogere bewustzijn of wakefulness is. Aan de hand van
dit boek word je een van die mensen voor wie een hoger bewustzijn een normale staat
van zijn is.
The moral values and interpretive systems of religions are crucially involved in how
people imagine the challenges of sustainability and how societies mobilize to enhance
ecosystem resilience and human well-being. The Routledge Handbook of Religion and
Ecology provides the most comprehensive and authoritative overview of the field. It
encourages both appreciative and critical angles regarding religious traditions,
communities, attitude, and practices. It presents contrasting ways of thinking about
"religion" and about "ecology" and about ways of connecting the two terms. Written by a
team of leading international experts, the Handbook discusses dynamics of change
within religious traditions as well as their roles in responding to global challenges such
as climate change, water, conservation, food and population. It explores the
interpretations of indigenous traditions regarding modern environmental problems
drawing on such concepts as lifeway and indigenous knowledge. This volume uniquely
intersects the field of religion and ecology with new directions within the humanities and
the sciences. This interdisciplinary volume is an essential reference for scholars and
students across the social sciences and humanities and for all those looking to
understand the significance of religion in environmental studies and policy.
This volume explores conceptualizations of indigeneity and the ways that indigenous
philosophies can and should inform educational policy and practice. Beginning with
questions and philosophies of indigeneity itself, the volume then covers the indigenous
philosophies and practices of a range of communities—including Sami, Maori, Walpiri,
Navajo and Kokama peoples. Chapter authors examine how these different ideals can
inform and create meaningful educational experiences for communities that reflect
indigenous ways of life. By applying them in informing a philosophy of education that is
particular and relevant to a given indigenous community, this study aims to help policy
makers and educational practitioners create meaningful educational experiences.
A practical and insightful guide, Holistic Healing investigates the practices, theories,
research, and history of holistic approaches as it relates to a wide range of health care
and human service professionals. This text offers a uniquely comparative and
integrated understanding of both ancient and modern Indigenous, Eastern, and
Western traditional practices, including bodywork, expressive arts, energy medicine,
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eco-psychology, transpersonal psychology, naturopathy, homeopathy, Ayurveda,
traditional Chinese medicine, and Indigenous healing practices. Practitioners and
scholars in health, nutrition, psychology, and social work contribute to research that
focuses on individual, organizational, national, and global holistic intervention
applications. Chapters in this collection address critical issues such as colonization,
human rights, the environment, peace and conflict, and equity and inclusion. This
collection is a timely and practical resource for students of undergraduate health, social
work, sociology, holistic healing, and psychology programs and is also a great resource
for professional practitioners.
Addressing global health is one of the largest challenges facing humanity in the 21st
century, however, this task is becoming even more formidable with the accelerated
destruction of the planet. Building on the success of the previous edition, the book
outlines how progress towards improving global health relies on understanding its core
social, economic, political, environmental and ideological aspects. A multi-disciplinary
group of authors suggest not only theoretically compelling arguments for what we must
do, but also provide practical recommendations as to how we can promote global
health despite contemporary constraints. The importance of cross-cultural dialogue and
utilisation of ethical tools in tackling global health problems is emphasised. Thoroughly
updated, new or expanded topics include: mass displacement of people; novel threats,
including new infectious diseases; global justice; and ecological ethics and planetary
sustainability. Offering a diverse range of perspectives, this volume is essential for
bioethicists, public health practitioners and philosophers.
Indigenous leaders and other visionaries suggest solutions to today’s global crisis • Original
Instructions are ancient ways of living from the heart of humanity within the heart of nature •
Explores the convergence of indigenous and contemporary science and the re-indigenization
of the world’s peoples • Includes authoritative indigenous voices, including John Mohawk and
Winona LaDuke For millennia the world’s indigenous peoples have acted as guardians of the
web of life for the next seven generations. They’ve successfully managed complex reciprocal
relationships between biological and cultural diversity. Awareness of indigenous knowledge is
reemerging at the eleventh hour to help avert global ecological and social collapse. Indigenous
cultural wisdom shows us how to live in peace--with the earth and one another. Original
Instructions evokes the rich indigenous storytelling tradition in this collection of presentations
gathered from the annual Bioneers conference. It depicts how the world’s native leaders and
scholars are safeguarding the original instructions, reminding us about gratitude, kinship, and a
reverence for community and creation. Included are more than 20 contemporary indigenous
leaders--such as Chief Oren Lyons, John Mohawk, Winona LaDuke, and John Trudell. These
beautiful, wise voices remind us where hope lies.
Drawing on research in plant science, systems ecology, environmental philosophy, and cultural
anthropology, Andrew F. Smith shatters the distinction between vegetarianism and
omnivorism. The book outlines the implications that these manufactured distinctions have for
how we view food and ourselves as eaters.
Rachel Loewen Walker's original study of Deleuze's theory of temporality critically expands our
understanding of non-linear time through engagement with queer theory and new feminist
materialisms. Walker draws on the notion of non-linear time in Deleuze's work to advance a
conception of 'the living present' as a critical juncture through which new meanings and
activism in the fields of feminism, environment, and queerness may be realised. Using literary
texts by Jeanette Winterson and philosophical texts by Julia Kristeva and Luce Irigaray, Walker
reflects on monomythic stories about gender, sexuality, and identity in the context of rapid
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climate change, and posthumanist politics to tread new ground for Deleuzian studies of time.
Speaking to and from feminist, queer, environmental, trans, and crip political movements,
Walker progresses a critical re-evaluation of time. Through a wide-ranging analysis, we are
able to see how everyone is within rather than outside of time, opening up the possibility for
imagining and realising alternate futures for the environment and ourselves.
In 1867, Canada’s federal government became responsible for the education of Indigenous
peoples: Status Indians and some Métis would attend schools on reserves; non-Status Indians
and some Métis would attend provincial schools. The chapters in this collection – some
reflective, some piercing, all of them insightful – show that this system set the stage for
decades of broken promises and misguided experiments that are only now being rectified in
the spirit of truth and reconciliation. The contributors individually explore what must change in
order to work toward reconciliation; collectively, they reveal the possibilities and challenges
associated with incorporating Traditional Knowledge and Indigenous teaching and healing
practices into school courses and programs.
Indigenous research is an important and burgeoning field of study. With the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission’s call for the Indigenization of higher education and growing
interest within academic institutions, scholars are exploring research methodologies that are
centred in or emerge from Indigenous worldviews, epistemologies, and ontology. This new
edited collection moves beyond asking what Indigenous research is and examines how
Indigenous approaches to research are carried out in practice. Contributors share their
personal experiences of conducting Indigenous research within the academy in collaboration
with their communities and with guidance from Elders and other traditional knowledge keepers.
Their stories are linked to current discussions and debates, and their unique journeys reflect
the diversity of Indigenous languages, knowledges, and approaches to inquiry. Indigenous
Research: Theories, Practices, and Relationships is essential reading for students in
Indigenous studies programs, as well as for those studying research methodology in
education, health sociology, anthropology, and history. It offers vital and timely guidance on the
use of Indigenous research methods as a movement toward reconciliation.
I appreciated so much having an opportunity to read your book. The chapter that especially
meant a great deal to me were the chapters related to the black male in today's society. your
perspective writing was sensitive and to the point and easily understood. It will provide good
reading for any audience Dawin May Senior Vice President of community affairs and
Development National City Bank ----- "Once again the author has show this commitment to
strengthen the family. What I appreciate most about this book is the focus he give to the
struggle of the black male. Secondly Hitchens does a good job of incorporating new knowledge
into the struggle of being Black in America-"-- Rev. Timothy Shelton
Op dit moment zijn er twee paden naar de toekomst. Dat betekent dat we een keuze hebben.
De enige echte oplossing op de lange termijn is de keuze voor het opnieuw vormgeven van
`Samenlevingen in Balans . Marja de Vries verwijst met de term `Samenlevingen in Balans
naar samenlevingen waarbinnen inzicht in de universele wetten een inherent onderdeel is van
de cultuur. Hierdoor is de cultuur in lijn met wie wij in essentie zijn en in harmonie met de
natuur. Samenlevingen in Balans zijn vreedzame, stabiele, egalitaire en florerende
samenlevingen, die gekenmerkt worden door gelijkwaardigheid van mannen en vrouwen. De
laatste tijd maken wisdomkeepers uit verschillende culturen hun eeuwenoude wijsheid over
deze samenlevingen openbaar zodat we daar nu ons voordeel mee kunnen doen. Dit boek laat
zien dat `Samenlevingen in Balans en `Samenlevingen uit Balans twee verschillende en elkaar
uitsluitende culturele systemen zijn met ieder een eigen fundament van nauw met elkaar
samenhangende aspecten. Het allerbelangrijkste verschil is de staat van bewustzijn. Terwijl in
`Samenlevingen in Balans de staat van bewustzijn een staat van innerlijke balans is, wordt die
in `Samenlevingen uit Balans gekenmerkt door onbalans en de dominantie van het mannelijke
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aspect over het vrouwelijke aspect. De wijsheid van de wisdomkeepers helpt te begrijpen
waarom de afgelopen 5000 jaar wereldwijd steeds meer individuen en samenlevingen uit
balans zijn geraakt. Omdat de buitenwereld een weerspiegeling is van onze innerlijke wereld,
begint de transformatie van de hedendaagse Samenlevingen uit Balans naar Samenlevingen
in Balans met de transformatie van onze staat van bewustzijn en dus met het herstel van de
balans tussen het mannelijke en vrouwelijke aspect in onszelf.
Critically Sovereign traces the ways in which gender is inextricably a part of Indigenous politics
and U.S. and Canadian imperialism and colonialism. The contributors show how gender,
sexuality, and feminism work as co-productive forces of Native American and Indigenous
sovereignty, self-determination, and epistemology. Several essays use a range of literary and
legal texts to analyze the production of colonial space, the biopolitics of “Indianness,” and the
collisions and collusions between queer theory and colonialism within Indigenous studies.
Others address the U.S. government’s criminalization of traditional forms of Diné marriage and
sexuality, the Iñupiat people's changing conceptions of masculinity as they embrace the
processes of globalization, Hawai‘i’s same-sex marriage bill, and stories of Indigenous
women falling in love with non-human beings such as animals, plants, and stars. Following the
politics of gender, sexuality, and feminism across these diverse historical and cultural contexts,
the contributors question and reframe the thinking about Indigenous knowledge, nationhood,
citizenship, history, identity, belonging, and the possibilities for a decolonial future.
Contributors. Jodi A. Byrd, Joanne Barker, Jennifer Nez Denetdale, Mishuana Goeman, J.
Kehaulani Kauanui, Melissa K. Nelson, Jessica Bissett Perea, Mark Rifkin
Original InstructionsIndigenous Teachings for a Sustainable FutureBear
EcoJustice Education offers a powerful model for cultural ecological analysis and a pedagogy
of responsibility, providing teachers and teacher educators with the information and classroom
practices they need to help develop citizens who are prepared to support and achieve diverse,
democratic, and sustainable societies in an increasingly globalized world. Readers are asked
to consider curricular strategies to bring these issues to life in their own classrooms across
disciplines. Designed for introductory educational foundations and multicultural education
courses, the text is written in a narrative, conversational style grounded in place and
experience, but also pushes students to examine the larger ideological, social, historical, and
political contexts of the crises humans and the planet we inhabit are facing. Pedagogical
features in each chapter include a Conceptual Toolbox, activities accompanying the theoretical
content, examples of lessons and teacher reflections, and suggested readings, films, and links.
The Second Edition features a new chapter on Anthropocentrism; new material on
Heterosexism; updated statistics and examples throughout; new and updated Companion
Website content.
Centuries of colonization and other factors have disrupted indigenous communities’ ability to
control their own food systems. This volume explores the meaning and importance of food
sovereignty for Native peoples in the United States, and asks whether and how it might be
achieved and sustained. Unprecedented in its focus and scope, this collection addresses
nearly every aspect of indigenous food sovereignty, from revitalizing ancestral gardens and
traditional ways of hunting, gathering, and seed saving to the difficult realities of racism, treaty
abrogation, tribal sociopolitical factionalism, and the entrenched beliefs that processed foods
are superior to traditional tribal fare. The contributors include scholar-activists in the fields of
ethnobotany, history, anthropology, nutrition, insect ecology, biology, marine
environmentalism, and federal Indian law, as well as indigenous seed savers and keepers,
cooks, farmers, spearfishers, and community activists. After identifying the challenges involved
in revitalizing and maintaining traditional food systems, these writers offer advice and
encouragement to those concerned about tribal health, environmental destruction, loss of
species habitat, and governmental food control.
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Advocates the use of an intuitive cognition in order to discover plants' medicinal and nutritional
purposes, including discussions of the scientific model's limits and how, once cultivated, it can
be applied to disciplines such as medicine.
The World of Indigenous North America is a comprehensive look at issues that concern
indigenous people in North America. Though no single volume can cover every tribe and every
issue around this fertile area of inquiry, this book takes on the fields of law, archaeology,
literature, socio-linguistics, geography, sciences, and gender studies, among others, in order to
make sense of the Indigenous experience. Covering both Canada's First Nations and the
Native American tribes of the United States, and alluding to the work being done in indigenous
studies through the rest of the world, the volume reflects the critical mass of scholarship that
has developed in Indigenous Studies over the past decade, and highlights the best new work
that is emerging in the field. The World of Indigenous North America is a book for every scholar
in the field to own and refer to often. Contributors: Chris Andersen, Joanne Barker, Duane
Champagne, Matt Cohen, Charlotte Cote, Maria Cotera, Vincente M. Diaz, Elena Maria Garcia,
Hanay Geiogamah, Carole Goldberg, Brendan Hokowhitu, Sharon Holland, LeAnne Howe,
Shari Huhndorf, Jennie Joe, Ted Jojola, Daniel Justice, K. Tsianina Lomawaima, Jose Antonio
Lucero, Tiya Miles, Felipe Molina, Victor Montejo, Aileen Moreton-Robinson, Val Napoleon,
Melissa Nelson, Jean M. O'Brien, Amy E. Den Ouden, Gus Palmer, Michelle Raheja, David
Shorter, Noenoe K. Silva, Shannon Speed, Christopher B. Teuton, Sean Teuton, Joe Watkins,
James Wilson, Brian Wright-McLeod
Christian Dispensationalism, the Taiping Revolution, cargo cults in Oceania, the Baha'i Faith,
and the Raelian Movement would seem to have little in common. What they share, however, is
a millennial orientation--the audacious human hope for a collective salvation, which may be
heavenly or earthly or both. Although many religions feature a belief in personal salvation,
millennial faiths are characterized by the expectation that salvation will be accomplished for an
entire group by a superhuman agent, with or without human collaboration. The Oxford
Handbook of Millennialism offers readers an in-depth look at both the theoretical underpinnings
of the study of millennialism and its many manifestations across history and cultures. While the
term "millennialism" is drawn from Christianity, it is a category that is used to study religious
expressions in diverse cultures, religious traditions, and historical periods. Sometimes,
millennial expectations are expressed in peaceful ways. Other times, millennialists become
involved in violence. The Oxford Handbook of Millennialism begins with a section that
examines four primary types of millennialism. Chapters in the next section examine key issues
such as charismatic leadership, use of scripture, prophetic failure, gender roles, children,
tension with society, and violence. The rest of the book explores millennialism in a wide variety
of places and times, from ancient Near Eastern movements to contemporary apocalyptic and
new age movements, including the roles played by millennialism in national and international
conflicts. This handbook will be a valuable resource for scholars of religious studies, sociology,
psychology, history, and new religious movements.
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